Viewing and Filling-Out the Application
Although districts/towns/schools are expected to complete and submit their own bids, it
may be helpful to view the application through Strategic Sourcing for purposes of
assisting schools through the process. Additionally, in the case of unforeseen
circumstances preventing schools from accessing eSupplier, the Office of School
Construction Grants & Review has the ability to step-in. Although the navigation differs
from how superintendents will get to the application, the steps to submit responses are
identical.
The application must be submitted against a specific, posted event.
Navigation: Main Menu > Core-CT Financials> Sourcing > Event Responses > Create
Bidder Response
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1. Use the Search Results to find the correct Event ID (first column) with the
desired supplier name (fifth column).
 If the Event ID is known, enter it into the Search Criteria.
 If the Bidder ID is known for the supplier, enter it into the Search Criteria
with Bidder Type set to Supplier.
2. Click the Event ID.

3. Click Enter a New Bid.
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4. The question “Default the bid quantity for each line item to be equal to the
request quantity?” is displayed. Click Yes.

The Event Details page stores the application questions. The application consists of two
parts—the general questions and the project type-specific questions. The project type
questions cannot be viewed until the general questions are filled in. This first landing
page shows only the general questions. The questions do not need to be completed in
one sitting. There are buttons for Submit Bid, Save for Later, and Validate Entries at
the top and bottom of the page.
If any question is not fully filled-out before moving on or before the final submission, a
red error message at the top will appear for each incomplete response. At any point,
Validate Entries can be used to find incomplete entries. Use Save for Later to keep
progress and return at a later date.
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5. Complete the page of general event questions.
 The question regarding selecting project types will determine which
questions appear at the line-level.

6. At the bottom of the page, enter the Total Cost of the project in the Your Unit
Bid Price field.
7. To launch the project type-specific questions, click the Bid link.
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8. The project Line Detail questions are displayed. Complete the project typespecific questions.

9. Click the Start Page button to return to the first page of the application.
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10. Click the comment/attachment icon to attach documentation to the bid or
comments.

11. Click Upload to attach documentation or enter comments in the Add New
Comments textbox.
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12. Submit Bid if all questions are completed.
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Using the Discussion Forum
The Discussion Forum is a tool that exists within Strategic Sourcing to enable
communication with suppliers. Messages can be about filling out an application, a
specific event, or just general inquiries.

Messaging on an Existing Discussion Forum
Navigation: Main Menu > Core-CT Financials> Sourcing > Maintain Events >
Discussion Forum
This is the Discussion Forums page. All current open forums will appear here along
with their descriptions and number of posts.
1. Click on the desired forum name using the first column to view all posted
message threads.
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2. To respond within a specific message thread:
 Click the message thread subject in the first column of Message Threads.
 Each message within the thread can be identified by the sender of the
message and a time stamp on the right side. Click any of the message
titles on the left to open up the message.
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Click the message you wish to read/reply to.



In the message window, click the Reply button
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The window will change to message composition. The Author will be
automatically populated.
i. Fill-out the Email address you wish to be contacted or notified at
ii. The Subject will be pre-populated with a default
iii. Input the Message
iv. If additional documentation is needed, use the Add Attachment
underneath the Message box
v. To mark a message as private, check the Private Message box
1. Please note: message marked as private are not exempt
from Freedom of Information requests
Submit the form.
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Analyze and Award an Application
Once a superintendent has submitted an application, OSCG&R will use to analyze and
award process to process the grant application and provide funding.

Analyze an Application
Navigation: Main Menu> Core-CT Financials> Sourcing> Maintain Events> Event
Workbench
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1. Enter the Search parameters, and click Search.
 Click the arrow next to the Legend to view the icon definitions.

2. Click the “Analyze Bid” icon.
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3. You are now on the Analyze Total page to view the responses to the General
Event Questions. Click the arrow next to the Factors line.
 This example shows one application. If there are multiple applications for
an event, each application will show in a separate column.

4. Review the responses, using the OSCG&R Application Checklist.
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5. Click the Analyze Line link to launch the Analyze Line page, where the project
specific responses can be accessed.

6. Click the Analyze link to view the project specific responses.
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7. The Analyze Line page has displays the project specific responses. Click the
arrow next to Factors to review the project specific responses.

8. Once ready to award, change the bid action to Award, and input the
reimbursement rate for the School District in the Award Quantity field.
 Do not fill out the award by Percent field.
 If the application is denied, do not select any option in the Bid Action
section.
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9. Scroll down and click Ok to complete analysis.

Award an Application
Navigation: Main Menu> Core-CT Financials> Sourcing> Maintain Events> Award
Events
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1. Enter DASM1 in the Business Unit field, and any other search parameters, as
needed. Click Search.
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2. The Award Details page is displayed. Complete the following fields:
 Award type: Procurement Contract.
 Contract Style: Purchase Order.
 Contract ID: Key in a Non Unique Contract Number, typically
(FiscalYear)(DASY)(6DigitProject Number)(ProjectType)(YearMonthAward).
 PO Business Unit : DASM1.
 Buyer: Enter the appropriate buyer.
 Terms: 000.
 Click Save.
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3. Click Post Award button. This will launch the procurement contract page in a
different window/tab.
 The merchandise amount in the contract will not load properly, and will
need to be updated with the award amount.
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